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1. Introduction. 

The lens of the eye is a flawless tissue for the study of numerous essential biological 

processes due to the fact that not only its structure but also its morphological and 

biochemical specializations are unique (Bloemendal, 1981). Its metabolism has been the 

subject of a great interest of research. Generally, the transparency of the lens depends of 

the highly ordered state of fiber cells and extracellular matrix (ECM). The most 

important ECM of the ocular lens is found in the lens capsule which is an epithelial cell 

basement membrane and it is rich in type IV collagen and laminin-1 (Forrester et al., 

2015).  

Both proteins affects the growth and morphology of the lens eye (Mcdevitt, 2012). 

Synthesized capsular material, like collagen IV and laminin-1, appears to be produced 

in the cortical lens fibers, both anterior and posterior, and in lens epithelial cells (Young 

& Ocumpaugh, 1966, Danysh & Duncan, 2009). We can divide the lens in three 

important parts (Figure 1):  

1. The lens capsule: it is a noncellular basement membrane that completely 

encloses the lens and serves as a basal attachment site for epithelial cells. In 
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the embryo, it consists of collagen IV and laminin-1 secreted by the lens 

epithelial cells and fibers cells (Bloemendal, 1981, Kelley et al., 2002), which  

facilities the development of the anterior, posterior and equatorial lens 

capsule (Danysh & Duncan, 2009). 

2. The lens epithelium: is a single layer of cells beneath the anterior capsule 

(Bloemendal, 1981). The lens epithelial cells of the central zone represent a 

stable population of cells whose numbers slowly reduces with age. Epithelial 

cells localized just anterior to equator are known as germinative cells; this 

region (germinative zone) is the part with higher cell proliferation. In this 

zone, the cells divide constantly. From this region these new fiber cells 

migrate to the posterior zone to become lens fibers (Bron, 1997). This process 

occurs in the transitional zone called Bow Region (BR) where the newly 

elongated and differentiated epithelial cells into fiber can produce ECM 

proteins, such as collagen IV and laminin-1, in the posterior capsule (Yan et 

al., 2005). 

3. The lens fibers: the lens body consists of tightly packed fibers with very little 

extracellular space. These fibers are developed constantly throughout life by 

the elongation of lens epithelial cells near the lens equator (Bron, 1997). 

Elongated lens fibers still contain most of the organelles present in epithelial 

cells. Nevertheless, as development continues, degradation of all cytoplasmic 

organelles inside the fibers cells is essential for the upkeep of lens 

transparency (Bassnett & Mataic, 1997). 

Between the lens epithelium and lens fibers there is a transition or gap region. This 

region is called "bonding zone" in the rest of the paper. 
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Figure 1: A, Schematic drawing of the embryonic lens. B, embryonic mouse lens (14.5 gestational days) labeled with 

anti-collagen IV: Central epithelial zone (CZ) (top square), Germinative zone lens epithelium(GZ) (bottom square). 

The eye is a part of the nervous system. Folic acid (FA), also termed folate, is essential 

for the development of the nervous system and other associated structures (Tang & 

Finnell, 2003, Reynolds, 2006). It has a crucial role in the regional regulation of 

apoptosis and cell differentiation (Tang et al., 2005). Moreover, it is vital for normal 

cellular growth and differentiation (Hwang et al., 2015). Many of the nervous system 

abnormalities are accompanied by eye defects such as congenital cataracts and 

anophthalmia (Glaser et al., 1994). Maternal folate deficiency is related with other fetal 

congenital malformations: clinical studies have confirmed an association between FA 

deficiency and various types of defects such as cardiovascular defects (Christensen et 

al., 2013, Czeizel et al., 2013), growth retardation (Miller et al., 1989), craniofacial 
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malformations (Piedrahita et al., 1999) in addition to neural tube defect (Czeizel et al., 

2013, Bower & Stanley, 1989).  

Some studies have been shown that mutations, deficiency or abnormal expression of 

type IV collagen or laminin-1 result in cataracts and several lens defects (Firtina et al., 

2009, Takei et al., 2001, Gross & Dowling, 2005, Semina et al., 2006). These molecules 

are essential for the correct development of the previously explained lens structures. It is 

unknown if FA affects the expression of these two molecules, for this reason the present 

work was performed to investigate if FA deficiency can change the expression of type 

IV collagen and laminin-1 in mouse lens that could produce different malformations in 

the lens.  

Normally, immunohistochemistry technique is used to evaluate antigen expression in 

tissues (Taylor & Levenson, 2006). Estimation of the abundance of antigens expression 

has frequently relied on visual scoring. However, it is known that different observers 

differ in their interpretation of the same immunohistochemistry section, in some cases 

the variability of interpretation may be even greater (Taylor, 1994). The quantification 

of immunostaining by means of digital image analysis allows us to measure accurately 

protein expression percentages in immunobiological stained tissues (Durán & Arriazu, 

2013). Nevertheless, most computer-based techniques for immuno-image analysis 

techniques have so far had limited applicability owing to several drawbacks including a 

need for specific software systems, and often need considerable user input (Goedkoop et 

al., 2005, Matkowskyj et al., 2003). In this study, we are the first to evaluate and to 

quantify collagen IV and laminin-1 expression in lens tissue on immunohistochemical 

stained section using an automated image analysis termed the Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA) as a simple method which can generate high throughput analysis in a 

cost-effective manner.   
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For this purpose, we study the expression of type IV collagen and laminin-1 in embryos 

mice lens whose mothers were fed with different FA deficiency diets. We compare 

these expressions with the results of a control group. The paper is structured as follows:  

section 2 explains the materials used, finalizing with the capture of the images. Section 

3 is devoted to the explanation of the image processing used to compare the expression 

of the type collagen IV and laminin-1 among the different groups (Principal Component 

Analysis – PCA). Results and discussion are exposed in section 4. Finally, a conclusion 

section is included. 

2. Materials. 

2.1 Animals and diets 

Eight-week-old C57/BL/6J female mice (Harlan Laboratories, Barcelona, Spain) had 

free access to either a control (2 mg FA/kg diet) that met FA requirements for mice 

(COUNCIL). Deficient groups females for two (D2) and eight (D8) weeks were fed 

with a FA diet with 0 mg / kg diet + 1% succinylsulfathiazole that is a non-absorbable 

sulfonamide to ensure the absence of endogenous synthesis of FA in the intestine. At 

14.5 gestational days (E14.5) the embryos were removed by cesarean section for 

immunohistochemistry method. Then, they were washed in PBS (Phosphate Buffered 

Saline) and fixed for 48 h in buffered formol. After fixing, heads were covered in 

paraffin. Frontal sections were made with a thickness of 5µm and placed on slides. 

The mice were kept in the animal house of the School of Medicine at the Universidad 

Complutense of Madrid at 22±2°C, with light-dark cycles of 12/12 h. The animal 

facilities and the experimental protocol used in the studies reported herein were 

reviewed and ethically approved by the Animal Experimentation Committee of the 

Universidad Complutense of Madrid. 
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2.2 Immunohistochemistry 

For immunohistochemistry, sections were then incubated for 2hrs at room temperature 

with either 1:200 policlonal rabbit IgG anti-mouse laminin (Sigma-Aldrich) or 1:200 

policlonal rabbit IgG anti-human collagen IV (ICN Biomedical Inc., Aurora, OH).  

Labeling was developed using the Rabbit/Mouse EnVisionTM Peroxidase System, a 

peroxidase-conjugated dextran polymer (Dako Corp., Carpinteria, CA), and 3,30-

diaminobenzidine (DAB kit) as chromogen (Dako Corp.) (Martínez-Sanz et al., 2008). 

All slides were analyzed with a Leica DMRB microscope and subsequently 

photographed by a Leica DFC 320 digital camera with x10 magnification and a pixel 

size of 3.45µm x 3.45µm. 

3. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method applied to lens images. 

The objective of the present work is the comparison among lens images groups (control, 

D2, and D8). The main goal is to test the expression level of collagen IV and laminin-1. 

The images are prepared as follows:  

1. Nine images of the whole eye are selected for each group. 

2. For each image, a Region of Interest (ROI) containing the lens, is selected. 

Inside this ROI a computer mask is applied to produce a circular image of the 

lens (pixels that are within the circle will be analyzed, outsiders would have a 

zero value) with the same size for all the images. The radius of the mask is 

chosen in order to fit the lens images and to be applicable to all of them. This 

mask is implemented in a MATLAB code (Toolbox, 2015). At this stage, we 

have nine images of the lens in each group with the same size (nine images 

labeled with collagen IV and nine with laminin-1). All images are converted to a 

grayscale and their sizes are 601x665 pixels. 
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3.1 PCA Background. Application to immunohistochemistry images 

3.1.1 Motivation of the method 

The principal components analysis (PCA) is a well-known statistical technique 

originally used to deal with large volumes of data. The purpose of it is to reduce the 

dimensionality of data trying to find the most relevant factors of the data that allow us 

to discard some of them as not relevant and thus reduce the volume of data to be treated 

(Donald, 1990). Indeed, as such, the method has been applied to the treatment of images 

in different contexts. In relation to immunohistochemistry images there have been 

several types of uses: 

1. A large number of proteins or compounds can be expressed in a tissue and it is 

not possible to label it with all of them. The PCA method is used to determine 

which proteins are most representative of all the variability of the data and the 

usual process is to mark the tissues only with them and not with the others. This 

reduces the number of samples to be used and the types of labeling (Laas et al., 

2017, Gry et al., 2010, Sobhani et al., 2011). In other cases, the 

immunohistochemical images are used to illustrate the morphological patterns 

characteristic of the expression of the molecular markers (Moro et al., 2016). 

2. Enhancement of the immunohistochemistry imaging contrast by performing the 

PCA analysis on the RGB image taken with a color CCD camera, together with 

automatic classification algorithms or Machine Learning (Loukas et al., 2003, 

Khorshed, 2013, Sarnecki et al., 2016, Komura & Ishikawa, 2017, Van Eycke 

et al., 2017). 

3. The degree of marking of an immunohistochemical image is usually done 

through a subjective numerical "scoring" that assigns a "score" to each image. 
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The PCA method is usually used on the data of these numerical values(Ocak et 

al., 2014). This is usually the most common use of PCA. 

Immunohistochemical staining is a method used to evaluate the expression of antigens 

in tissues (Taylor & Levenson, 2006). The interpretation of this type of labeling is based 

on the microanatomic distribution of the staining, the proportion of positive cells and 

the intensity of immunostaining (Seidal et al., 2001). However, it is not always easy to 

interpret. Most immunohistochemical studies evaluate changes in protein expression 

based on a visual estimate, a difficult task that requires a lot of time. In the opinion of 

many studies, this type of quantification of protein expression has a very subjective 

approach characterized by great intra- and inter-observer variability (Becker, 1993, 

Taylor, 1994, Rexhepaj et al., 2008). 

To minimize the limitations of this technique, such as the time invested and subjectivity 

in the interpretation of the results, we have implemented an automated system based on 

the processing of immunohistochemical images in order to be an alternative tool to 

quantify the expression of proteins and their distribution in the tissues. In this paper, 

with the application of the principal component analysis (PCA) we intend to accurately 

measure the percentage of expression of collagen IV and laminin-1 in some ocular 

structures, as well as regionalize it. In the second instance, with this procedure we want 

to improve intra and interobserver variability and thus create an objective method 

capable of reducing interobserver variability in the evaluation of tissues. 
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3.1.2 PCA and image representation 

 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique allows us to study the variance of a set 

of images from the scatter plot of their pixels. Figure 2 shows, as an example, this 

scatter plot, for the case of having only three images. We restrict the example to three 

frames because it is the maximum number to be represented with a three-dimensional 

3D plot in which the three orthogonal directions are associated with the frames. The 

signal given by each pixel is represented by a point in a 3D diagram whose coordinates 

are the three different values of that pixel in the three images, after subtracting the mean 

value of each image to each pixel coordinate. When all the pixels are located in this 

diagram, a cloud of dots is obtained; each dot is one pixel. For a complete description of 

the method, see (López-Alonso et al., 2002). 

 
Figure 2: Scatter plot for a set of three images 

 

The starting point of the principal components method is the calculation of the 

covariance matrix S, between the images. One of the properties of this matrix is that it 

allows us to calculate what is the variance �� of the data along an u direction in the 

scatter plot like (Donald, 1990): 
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�� = ���� (1) 

where u is a column vector of module unit in the considered direction. The eigenvectors 

(��) of the matrix S are normalized vectors in mutually orthogonal directions that 

maximize the variance �� in those directions. These maximized variances are the 

eigenvalues (λα) of S. As an example, such directions have been represented in the 

particular case of Figure 2 (red lines). In addition, each of the directions of the scatter 

plot can be associated with an image 
� , linear combination of the starting images with 

zero mean Ik by: 


� = ���)��
�

���
 (2) 

where N is the number of images. In the case of taking the addresses of the �� 

eigenvectors, those images,
�, are the images corresponding to the principal 

components. Because PCA orthogonality, the total variance of the images is the sum of 

the variance associated with each direction, that is, the sum of the eigenvalues, so that 

each of them can be given a relative weight in the variance total given by: 

Ω� = ��
∑ ������

 (3) 

On the other hand, the average image is in the direction ��� , �� , … .�) … , ��) 

corresponding to the normalized direction �� = 1/√��1,1, … . .�) … ,1). Therefore, we 

can calculate the variance of the data in that direction as �� = ��� ���. The relative 

weight in the data of the average image can be calculated as:  

Ω� = ��
∑ ������

= ��
��

 (4) 

being VT the total variance. As an example, this middle direction is drawn in figure 2 

(dash line in blue). 
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We can compare the decomposition in PCA with simply taking the mean image through 

three considerations: 

1.- Since the extraction of the main components is from greater to lesser representation 

in the total variance, we can compare Ω� with Ω�. By construction Ω� will always be 

greater than Ω� since it is the percentage of variance in the direction of maximum 

dispersion. Hence, if we must choose an image as representative of the whole, it should 

be that of the first main component. The difference between Ω� and Ω� will give us an 

idea of the error we make when taking the average image as the most representative. 

2.- Therefore, for the mean of the images to be the most representative of all of them, 

their direction should coincide with that of the first eigenvector. We can therefore 

calculate the angle between these two directions θ  as a second indicator. 

3.- Moreover, the difference of  Ω�  and Ω� with the 100% gives us an idea that could 

be information in the data not well expressed by a single representative image. 

 

3.2 PCA protocol 

 

From the previous background, the fundamental idea of PCA is to form new variables 

(images in our case) uncorrelated among them, PCs, which are linear composites of the 

original. The coefficients of the linear combination are chosen to maximize the variance 

of PC's. Ordered so that the first few conserve most of the variation present in all of the 

original variables (Jolliffe, 2002, Jackson, 2005). That is the reason why PCA was first 

considered as a dimensional reduction technique. It could reduce the original variables 

into a smaller number of variables, termed Principal Component (PC), which lead to a 

simpler description of the data (Koch, 2013). 
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The starting point is the covariance matrix among images, S. The coefficients of the 

linear combinations used to calculate PC's are the eigenvectors of S and its eigenvalues 

(λα) are the variance of the PC's. The Principal components, Yα, are expressed as linear 

combinations of the original images with zero mean, Ik, by means of: 

   
α

α

ααα YkeIIkeY
N

kk

N

k

∑∑
==

=↔=
11

)()(     (5) 

where )(keα is the k-component of the α-eigenvector and N is the number of images 

analyzed (nine per group). As is shown in equation 5, the original images can be 

expressed as linear combinations of the PC's too. The percentage of the variance of the 

data (images) explained by the α-PC is given by Ωα defined in equation 3. Equations 3 

and 5 express the possibility to reconstruct the images only taken into account relevant 

PC's or groups of PC’s considered important by any reason. This process is normally 

called rectification. The relevant PC's can be identified by different methods. Most them 

select those ones representing a huge amount of variance. The authors have developed 

other one to automatically group different PC's. The method is based on the study of the 

uncertainties in the variance of PC's, that is, λα. The uncertainty in λα depends on the 

high order statistics of the images (four order cumulants) (López-Alonso et al., 2002). 

In any case, the method allows reconstructing the set of images by selecting any 

principal component or groups of them considered as relevant. This allows studying all 

the variance of the images and the importance of each one of the spatial structures 

revealed by each principal component over them. The general scheme of the procedure 

is shown in figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Scheme of the lens images selection. A computer mask is applied to the different images of the 
whole eye in each group (control, D2 and D8). Three groups of nine lens images are then performed to 

study them statistically by means of Principal Component Analysis 

 

3.3 Mahalanobis distance 
 
The principal components are linear combinations of the starting images that have zero 

covariance between them. The images of each group come from the same underlying 

probability distribution, so the images of the main components tend to be distributed 

together according to a multinormal such as: 

� !�")# = 1
�2%)�/&|�!|�/& �(" )*1

2	!�")
,�!-.!�")/ (6) 

 

Where Y(p) is the vector formed by the coordinates of the pixel p at the base of the 

eigenvectors of S (base of principal components). The previous expression allows to 

calculate a probability to each one of the pixels of the group of images. The exponent 

that appears in equation 6 is called Mahalanobis distance and has interesting statistical 

properties (Donald, 1990). In fact, in can be used as such to compare probabilities 
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among pixels since the probability dependence on pixel only appears in the exponential 

of equation 6 (Mahalanobis distance). 

On the other hand, the transformation of main components can be interpreted 

geometrically in the scatter plot of the pixels of the images as a translation of the origin 

to the average of each image followed by a rigid rotation to the new coordinate system 

given by the eigenvectors of S (see Figure 2). Hence, the Mahalanobis distance can also 

be written in the base of the original images as, 

    )(2
kk

1T

kk I(p)IS)I(p)(I −−=
−D     (7) 

where T

k pIpI )](),.......,([ 1=(p)Ik , being )(...1 pI ki= the value of the pixel "p" in the 

image "i" for each group, and kI is the mean value of the image corresponding to the 

eye "k" in each group. This distance has been used to detect anomalous pixel values to 

classify them as different from the rest. In some cases they can be identified as "bad 

pixels" (López-Alonso & Alda, 2002) or with relevant structures inside the data set 

(López-Alonso & Alda, 2004). In our case we use the Mahalanobis distance to detect 

those relevant image pixels whose distances are higher than a certain threshold in 

probability. These pixels tend to be correlated with significant structures in the data set 

(López-Alonso & Alda, 2004). 

 

3.4 Example of application 

 

As an example, the results for the control group labeled with collagen IV are shown in 

figure 4. The first PC comprises the 94.1% of the variance. The second and third one´s 

represent, 1.8% and 1.1% respectively. The remaining ones comprise the 3% of the total 

variance. In figure 4 are shown PC’s #1,2,7 in a gray scale adjusted for each one in 
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order to enhance their spatial structure. With this method, the different spatial structures 

of the image are shown in decreasing order of importance. 

 

Figure 4: Principal Component structure for the control group. The PCA #1,2,7 are shown close to their eigenvalues. 

The probability distribution function (pdf) and cumulative distribution function (cdf) of 

D
2 for the control group labeled with collagen IV is shown in figure 5. A threshold in 

distance is selected as the one representing the 10% higher distances (cdf higher than 

0.9). In the case of control group (figure 5) this threshold is 27.07. This threshold has 

been selected in order to be able to visualize more clearly the relevant high distance 

area. A very high threshold selects almost single points instead of zones, while a minor 

one does not differ much from the total Mahalanobis distance map. Hence, an 

intermediate level of 90% has been chosen. In the experience of the authors this is 

usually an adequate threshold. The result can be seen in figure 5, where the total 

Mahalanobis distance map is represented next to the pixels whose distance is above 

10% higher. It can be seen that the selected pixels represent the anterior part of the lens 

mainly. This part is the more labeled zone normally (see figure 1.B). For the sake of 
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clarity, these types of images are called "threshold distance images" (th-distance 

images) in the rest of the present work. 

 

Figure 5: Probability distribution function (pdf, left axis) and cumulative distribution function (cdf, right axis) for the 

control lens images labeled with anti-collagen IV. The images show the pixels with a Mahalanobis distance higher 

than the threshold used (27.07 for a cdf higher than 0.9) (up image) and the total Mahalanobis distance map (down 

image). 

 

4. Application of the method and results 

4.1 Mahalanobis distance results. 

The previous Mahalanobis distance method is applied to the three groups of lens images 

(control, D2 and D8) labeled with Type IV collagen or laminin-1 respectively. The 

results are shown in figure 6. As can be seen, cdf functions are slightly different in case 

of collagen IV and more similar in case of laminin-1 cdf's. This difference between the 

collagen IV and laminin-1 is more evident when comparing the th-distance images. In 

case of collagen IV, the number of selected pixels decreases in the anterior lens zone 

while spreading into the lens in the D2 and D8 groups. In case of laminin-1, the 

differences among groups are not so evident. The results of this analysis show the idea 
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that the spatial expression of collagen IV and laminin-1 change from control to D2 and 

D8 groups. The next section of the paper is devoted to the study of the spatial 

expression of these molecules applying PCA method. 

 

Figure 6: Cumulative distribution functions (cdf) for the Mahalanobis distance for control, D2 and D8 groups labeled 

with anti-collagen IV (left) or anti-laminin-1 (right). The images show the pixels with a Mahalanobis distance higher 

than the threshold. The distance threshold is selected as the one having cumulative probability higher than 0.9 for the 

control group and it´s the same for D2 and D8 groups. 

4.2 Spatial expression of collagen IV and laminin-1 
 

The PCA method is applied to the control, D2, and D8 groups for collagen IV and 

laminin-1. Percentages of data variance explained by each PC are shown in figure 7. In 

both cases (collagen IV and laminin-1), and for all groups, there are a first PC 

comprising a large amount of variance (higher than 94%). In case of collagen IV, the 

rest of control group PC´s represent a higher variance than the ones for D2 and D8 
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groups. Contrariwise, in case of laminin-1, for D2 group the #2,3 PC´s are like the 

control group, while the rest of PC´s exhibit a behavior like collagen IV (higher values 

for the control group). For this reason, we group the PCA's into processes as follows: in 

the case of collagen IV the first processes (PC1) represents the greater variability in the 

data, and we call the grouping of the rest components as 'Rest of Processes', i.e. from 

PC2 to PC9.  

In case of the laminin-1, we divided them in a first processes (PC1) that represents the 

greater variability, process two (PC2) (which comprises PC´s 2 and 3), and finally `Rest 

of processes´ that represents the grouping of the rest components, from PC 4 to 9. The 

percentage of variance represented by the different processes is given in table 1. This 

percentage is calculated as∑
∈

Ω
Lα

α , where L is the set of PCs indexed in the process.  

 

Figure 7: Scree plot for the eigenvalues for all three groups (control, D2 and D8) expressed in % of variance. 

Collagen IV (Left) and laminin-1 (Right) 
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Table 1 The percentage of variance represented by the sum of the various eigenvalues in % for the three groups. D2 and D8 are the 

deficient groups. 

Collagen IV Laminin-1 

Control D2 D8 Control D2 D8 

PC 

1 

% 

PC  

2-9 

% 

PC 

 1 

% 

PC  

2-9 

% 

PC 

 1 

% 

PC  

2-9 

% 

PC 

 1 

% 

PC 

2-3 

% 

PC  

4-9 

% 

PC  

1 

% 

PC 

2-3 

% 

PC 

4-9 

% 

PC 

  1 

 % 

PC 

2-3 

% 

PC  

4-9 

% 

94 6 96 4 96 4 95  2 3 96 2 2 97 1 2 

 

In order to study the difference in the spatial expression of collagen IV and laminin-1 

between control and deficit groups, an Labeling index, iP

lO (l={collagen, laminin}; Pi 

={PC1, PC2, and RP}) is defined as: 

 ;100
_

)_()_(
×

−
=

C

P

C

P

DefP

l
Il

IlRIlR
O

ii

i                                       (8) 

where )_( iP

DefIlR  is the mean value of the rectification respect to the Pi process of the 

deficit group images (D2 or D8) labeled with l_molecules, )_( iP

CIlR is the same, but 

applied to the control group, and CIl _ is the mean value of the control group for the l-

molecule. This index indicates the spatial expression of the analyzed molecule in 

percentage respect to the control group. Moreover, it analyses the expression due to 

each Pi separately (PC1 and Rest in case of collagen IV. PC1, PC2 and Rest in case of 

laminin-1).  

The result in case of laminin-1 PC2 process (rectification with PC´s #2,3) for D2 group 

is shown in figure 8.  
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Figure 8: Labeling index of laminin-1 in case of D2 group and process PC2 (rectification with PC´s #2,3).    

Left, frontal view. Right, contour level graph. 

 

The results of labeling index for collagen IV and laminin-1 are shown in figures 9 and 

10 respectively. In both cases, FA deficiency affect severely expression levels. The 

images are analyzed in the next subsections. Zones where we appreciate changes are: 

the lens epithelial cells (central and germinative zones), the bonding zone between lens 

fibers and epithelial cells, the Bow region (BR) and finally lens fibers (see figure 1). 

  

Figure 9: Labeling index of collagen IV for D2 deficit group (up row) and D8 deficit (bottom row). The collagen IV 

expression for the images reconstructed with PC1 process is shown in left images (A, C, scale from -60% to +30%) 

while collagen IV expression for the Rest process is shown in right images (B, D scale from -6% to 6%) 
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Figure 10: Labeling index of laminin-1 for D2 deficit group (up row) and D8 deficit group (bottom row). The 

laminin1 expression for the images reconstructed with PC1 process is shown in left column (A, D, scale from -60% to 

+30%). The laminin-1 expression for the images reconstructed with PC2 process is shown in the middle column (B, F 

scale from -6% to 6%). Overexpression for the images reconstructed with Rest process is shown in the right column 

(C, F scale from -10% to 6%) 

 

Comparison when taking only the mean image of each group (Control, D2 and D8) as 

representative is made with the parameters 0.,	01 and θθθθ defined previously. The 

results of these parameters appear in the table 2 for collagen IV and laminin-1 and for 

Control, D2 and D8 group of images. 

 

Table 2: Variance percentage values represented by PC1 and the mean image. Angle between the 
representative direction of the mean and the first eigenvector for collagen IV and laminin-1 in the 

different groups. 

 Collagen IV Laminin-1 

Control D2 D8 Control D2 D8 

0. % 91.76 95.18 92.78 94.88 96.03 97.20 
01 % 91.03 94.95 91.77 91.51 94.99 96.07 
θθθθº

 5.15 2.81 6.03 10.91 5.98 6.20 
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As can be seen, neither the mean nor the PC1 represent the entire structure of the data. 

In our case there is approximately between 5%-10% variance in the images not 

explained by them. Furthermore, this unexplained variance has spatial structure in the 

image since the angle between the direction of the mean and PC1 does not match either. 

Particularly striking is the case of the laminin-1 control group and the change that 

occurs with the D2 and D8 groups.  

Given that the main components are a linear combination of the images and, by the 

orthogonality of the eigenvectors (López-Alonso et al., 2002), we can reconstruct the 

starting images from them using equations 5. In this way we can reconstruct the rest of 

the variance not explained by PC1 maintaining its spatial structure for study. This 

possibility is not given if we only take the average (mean image) as representative 

because, implicitly, we take the rest of the variance as noise or something to be ignored. 

We believe that this is one of the great advantages of the PCA method. It is noteworthy 

that the method tells us that there is structure in 10% of the data, which is very difficult 

to appreciate at a glance or through a subjective method, which is the usual way to 

evaluate this type of microscopy images. 

In order to compare with the mean image of each group a similar index is calculated as: 

23� = �45677777 * �89
�89 × 100 

(9) 

 

where �45677777  is the mean of the deficit group (D2 or D8) and  �89   the mean of the control 

group. For the results of table 1 the result of this index should be like the index of PC1. 

The comparison images for collagen IV and laminin-1, groups D2 and D8 are shown in 

the following figures 11 and 12: 
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Figure 11: Collagen IV labeling index for groups D2 (up row) and D8 (bottom row). Left, mean images 

for each group, compared to control group, used. Right, PCA method for the PC1 index. 

 

 
Figure 12: Laminin-1 labeling index for groups D2 (up row) and D8 (bottom row). Left, mean images for 

each group, compared to control group, used. Right, PCA method for the PC1 index. 
 
As expected from table 2, the results are different comparing the index using the 

average of the images with the index using the PC1 reconstruction. 
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The true power of the principal components method is observed in figures 9 and 10 

where the image of the previous index is given for other main components other than 

PC1. This is especially interesting in the case of laminin-1 where it can be distinguished 

that there is structure in the junction and epithelial zone with possible biological 

relevance and with an overexpression of around 3% compared to the comparison with 

the control group. This would be very difficult to detect by means of a visual evaluation 

of the immunohistochemical image, which is one of the great advantages of the PCA 

method. In addition, the method allows quantifying and regionalizing the marking of 

molecules in an automatic way, eliminating in a simple way the subjective scoring that 

usually takes place in these images. Finally, we must remember that PCA method 

allows to the reconstruct all the images with the required principal components. That is, 

to calculate the index of equation 8, the images of each group are reconstructed with, for 

example, PC1. We obtain 9 images, each one corresponding to a different lens. In the 

index we take the mean value of the reconstruction as representative of the group. 

Anyway, it is possible to examine anyone of these nine reconstructed images in order to 

see the relevance of PC 1 in each one of the individual lens. This cannot be done if we 

take only the mean value of images. 

In the following sections we will describe the changes found regarding the control 

group for the two molecules (collagen IV and laminin-1). They are analyzed 

distinguishing between the different parts of the lens. From our knowledge this work is 

the first to analyze the impact of FA deficiency on these molecules and their 

relationship with biological structures like the lens. Getting to know what is the 

molecular mechanism by which these structural changes take place would require new 

experiments and tests from a biological point of view. The present work should be 

considered only as an indicator of where these changes occur and their possible 
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relationship with problems in the development of the lens. The following sections of the 

results and discussion are devoted to these possible problems and impacts. 

5. Discussion 

5.1 Expression of collagen IV. 

As shown in the previous sections for the case of collagen images, the method selects 

the images reconstructed with PC1 and the rest of the principal components (PC1 and 

'Rest' processes) as different from the control images group. In this section we are going 

to discuss the results observed for each process along with its possible relationship with 

biological structures. It is important to note that the method automatically selects 

structures giving clues about their possible origin and possible future tests to be 

performed. 

5.1.1 Reconstruction with PC1 process 

 

The reconstruction of images with the PC1 process exhibits an overexpression of 

collagen IV around 10%-20% in lens fibers zone respect to the control. This 

overexpression is a little higher in the bonding and posterior fiber zone. The increase of 

overexpression in the bonding zone is more evident in case of D8 group when 

comparing with D2 group. Contrariwise, there is a decrease of 30%-40% in the lens 

epithelial cells, slightly more pronounced in D2 group than in D8 group (See figure 9 A 

and C).  

By E14 (gestational day 14), in a normal mouse development, the apical surfaces of the 

epithelial cells are in contact with the major part of the apical one of subjacent lens fiber 

cells, but the bonding is not fully completed yet. Firtina et al (Firtina et al., 2009) 

related the overexpression of collagen IV in this area with a loss of contact between 

fiber cells and epithelial cells resulting in the formation of gap between the fiber and 
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epithelial cells. In our histological sections this loss of contact in bonding zone is also 

detected and coincides with an increase in the labeling index in this region. 

Moreover, overexpressing collagen IV that we have observed in mouse lens fibers has 

been also observed by Firtina et al. which attribute to the retention of collagen IV within 

the fiber cells and appears to induce cataract (Firtina et al., 2009). 

In addition, we observe a decrease of expression collagen IV in all epithelial cells. It is 

known that FA deficiency causes decrease in cell proliferation (Craciunescu et al., 

2004). This lessening proliferation could result in a reduction of collagen synthesis. An 

abnormality of collagen synthesis may be decreases lens epithelial cell proliferation too. 

FA deficiency is attributed to the impaired collagen synthesis in the skin (Hautvast & 

Barnes, 1974). Altered collagen synthesis it has been shown to produce vacuoles in lens 

and irregular lens capsule (Gould et al., 2007)-(Van Agtmael et al., 2005). Vacuoles are 

clearly visible in some of our histological sections.  

5.1.2 Reconstruction with 'Rest' process 

 

Finally, the reconstruction for the Rest Process exhibits a slightly increase of 2% in the 

bonding and in fiber in the posterior zone in both cases (D2 and D8) (See figure 9 B and 

D), and again, as in PC1 case, a decrease in the all the epithelial zones. Given the 

orthogonality of the processes given by the principal components, these changes do not 

occur exactly at the same points as for the P1 process, suggesting a different mechanism 

of under or over-expression. The method can therefore be used as a guide for the design 

of tests or experiments that seek to find these different mechanisms since, in itself, it 

only gives quantitative information. 
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5.2 Expression of laminin-1 

As mentioned in section 4.2, for the case of laminin-1, PCs 2-3 behave as in the control 

group in case of D2 group. For the D8 group the behavior is different, showing a lower 

variance than control group (see figure 7). For the ‘Rest’ of principal components, their 

weight is lower than in the control group, for both D2 and D8. For this reason, we group 

the PCAs into processes in the following way. A first process (PC1) containing the 

greatest variability in the data. A second process (PC2) that contains the PCs 2 and 3 

(difference of behavior in D2 and D8) and, finally, a final process (RP) containing the 

reconstruction of the data with the PC's from 3 to 9. 

5.2.1 Reconstruction with PC1 process 

 
In case of PC1 the overexpression is higher (~ 20%) in all epithelial cells, bonding, and 

BR zone for both D2 and D8 groups (Figures 10 A and D). The increases of laminin-1 

observed in lens epithelial cell, especially in the germinative and transitional zones, is 

more pronounced in D8. It has been shown that laminin promotes growth, adhesion and 

protein synthesis in epithelial cells in vivo (Sugrue & Hay, 1981). In fact, it is 

considered potent regulator of epithelial cell behavior (De Arcangelis et al., 2001). 

Laminin-1 is essential for the formation of epithelial structures, it facilitates that cells 

acquire apicobasal polarity and adopt an epithelial character (Ivanovitch et al., 2013). 

Hence, expressing higher levels of laminin-1 in epithelial cells compared with control 

maybe will have a remarkable impact on the function of the lens epithelial cells. Yan et 

al. (Yan et al., 2005) have been shown that laminin-1 was expressed abundantly in lens 

epithelial cells. In the first time, the consequence of this increase of laminin-1 

expression disrupted the normal intracellular signaling as well as cell differentiation, 

polarization and adhesion; all are required for the maintenance of epithelial cells 

variability and identity and for normal lens fibers formation. An abnormal deposition of 
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laminin-1 may causes disorganization of ECM proteins in lens capsule which can 

influences lens epithelial homeostasis (Weaver et al., 2006).   

Likewise, D2 group presents an overexpression (between 5% and 10%) in lens fibers. 

Nevertheless, D8 group present opposite results: an underexpression (~20%) in all lens 

fiber. Decreased laminin-1 expression in the lens fiber could lead to a variety of lens 

defects with severe lens degeneration. Previous studies of laminin-1 mutant embryos 

have suggested that the lens epithelium and fiber cells did not differentiate normally 

(Semina et al., 2006).  

5.2.2 Reconstruction with PC2 process (PC’s #2,3) and Rest process (PC’s #4-9) 

 

The second process (PC2) suggests an increase of laminin-1 expression (~3%) in the 

bonding zone and a decrease in some epithelial zones (~ 4%) in both groups (D2 and 

D8) (Figures 10 B and E). This could be a relevant fact that, to our knowledge, has not 

been described in the literature, perhaps because the overexpression is small compared 

to the masking produced in the image not treated with the PCA method. This fact opens 

the way for studies to discover the origin of this behavior of laminin in the bonding 

zone. 

There is no relevant difference for the PC-Rest process in D2 and D8 groups respect to 

control (Figures 10 C and F). Most of the image exhibits a 0% of overexpression while 

higher expressions are localized mainly in points not marking clearly a zone.   

It is interesting to highlight the fact that the general behavior of collagen IV is opposite 

to laminin-1: collagen IV it tends to increase its expression in fiber lens zone while 

decreasing in epithelial cells zone. Relation between the cross-expression of Collagen 

IV and laminin-1 has been reported previously. For example, collagen IV aggregates 

were seen in the lens fibers of laminin-1 mutant’s zebrafish (Pathania et al., 2014). 
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6. Conclusions 

Immunohistochemistry section staining is not always easy to interpret. Our present 

work focuses on the spatial localization and quantification of two ECM molecules, 

collagen IV and laminin-1, in the embryonic mouse lens applying principal component 

analysis technique.  

It is important to remember that reduction of the income of folate produces a marked 

impairment in collagen IV and laminin-1 expression. These abnormalities in collagen 

IV and laminin-1 expression in embryos lens could influence on epithelial cells 

adhesion and fiber cells differentiation resulting in cataracts formation due to lens 

disorganization.  

As far as we know, at the present time no one has studied the effect of FA deficiency on 

laminin-1 and type IV collagen in ocular tissues. The direct analysis of microscopic 

images immunolabeled with laminin-1 or collagen IV provide us with a quantitative 

idea of the infra/over expression of both molecules in ocular lens. Therefore, we analyze 

the images from a statistically point of view using the PCA analysis and comparing a 

control group with a D2 and D8 group. This technique permits to reconstruct the 

original images taking into account different spatial structures (processes) to analyze 

independently. These processes could be associated to different spatial organization of 

collagen IV and laminin-1. 

Our results show that there is a variation of both molecules distribution in the FA 

deficient embryos. In case of type IV collagen, it tends to be overexpressed especially in 

the equatorial zone, posterior zone and bonding zone. In the epithelial zone there is a 

decrease in its expression comparing with the control group. In case of laminin1 the 

results suggest the opposite: an increase of expression respect to control in the epithelial 

and germinative zone while decreasing in fiber zone.  
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In conclusion, our automated image analysis technique is based on processing images 

from a microscope, with this method it can measure a wide variety of biological tissues 

quantitatively, rapidly and reliably. This image analysis tool has commonly been based 

on mathematical model with the purpose of interpreting information contained in image 

data and extract quantitative measures with ease. On other hand, immunohistochemistry 

staining is an important tool for evaluate, locate, and quantify protein expression. Taken 

together, automated immunohistochemistry image analysis, can help evaluating and 

comparing the staining intensity and percentages of over/under-expression in different 

biological tissues which can facilitate reliably distinguish protein level differences in 

any given tissue. These technique, in combination, improve accuracy and increase the 

ease of the analysis to determinate expression levels in immunohistologically stained 

sections. 

In our case, the method cannot be used to assure the biological mechanism under such 

findings: it only suggests possible changes in the way collagen IV and laminin-1 

organize inside the lens. Further research should be made in this direction. 
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